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ABSTRACT
The work is concerned with systems of ordinary differ-
ential equations. A framework is developed in which a
statistical approach to the analysis of the equations is
natural. One seeks the correlations of the solution in
terms of the correlations of initial conditions and/or forcing
functions. General representation schemes are developed for
this purpose. It is shown that general schemes can converge
for arbitrarily large but finite time. In some special cases,
all-time representations are obtained,
iii
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Introduction
(0.1) At the present time, we are able to enjoy the results of extensive
successful application of linear methods to science and engineering.
This is not to say that even essentially linear problems necessarily
yield to the developed analytical methods of mathematical physics. One
example of what is meant is that we can solve Laplace's equation analyt-
ically in only very special coordinate systems. Nevertheless, since we
can solve many linear problems, we are sometimes able to deduce general
properties for a class of problems, suggest meaningful experiments, and
obtain successful engineering methodology.
The situation for non-linear problems is not nearly so satisfactory.
Some very special problems have been thoroughly treated, but for the most
part, analytical methods have been available to English readers only since
our introduction to the Russian School by Minorsky (1947). Since then,
although numerous books have appeared, the analytical methods available
to us at the present are found to be substantially those in Minorsky
(1947). These methods have one common aspect: The equations must, right
to begin with, be in some sense nearly linear in order that the methods
apply.
In this thesis, we will attack certain classes of non-linear problems
from a different point of view. While one of the results is of a quasi-
linear nature, the rest are truly non-linear in character. These results
contain their own inherent limitations, and hence will channel the kinds
of physical problems to be considered.
The Statistical Viewpoint
Wiener (1958) developed a means for synthesizing a class of non-
linear networks. We can characterize this class by the properties:
a) Bounded inputs give bounded outputs.
b) At the present time, the output does not depend on the
nature of the input acting at the infinite past.
For linear networks, one has become used to the impulse as a
probe. That is, we often characterize linear networks by their impulse
response. Wiener shows that for his class of non-linear problems,
Brownian motion is a suitable probe, and that one can synthesize these
systems when in possession of the Brownian motion response. One describes
Brownian motion by its statistical properties and what is really required
for the synthesis procedure are input-output cross correlations.
Let is try this sort of thing for a linear system
where is any representative member of an Ergodic ensemble,
and
(j At exists and K.
Then
-o
(0.2)
The bar denotes ensemble = time average.
For the case where the ensemble is white noise
To obtain , (±), any Ergodic ensemble of functions whose
auto-correlation is a delta-function would suffice. Since the average
V ( ) x (t +T) can be taken as well over time as down the
ensemble, only one representative member of the ensemble need be
required.
For the linear system, the higher order moments of the input
can be left arbitrary. The Wiener theory for non-linear synthesis
suggests Brownian motion as the input probe. To class an ensemble
as Brownian motion, all correlations must be specified and there is
no arbitraryness at all. Schetzen has shown that if a non-linear
network uses up to n-th order products of the input, then a suitable
probe is a representative member of an Ergodic ensemble whose first
2n correlations are the same as for Brownian motion, but whose higher
order correlations are arbitrary.
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Through the above ideas, which are primarily concerned with network
synthesis, we can get a look at a fundamental issue in analysis. To do
this we need only to add something about the nature of a Brownian motion
ensemble. Each member of a Brownian motion ensemble is continuous and
defined over all time. Now let ~ (C) be a continuous function defined
on an interval of length L . Then almost every member of the ensemble
approximates - () arbitrarily closely on some interval of length L
In a sense, a Brownian motion ensemble is very large. To delineate what
is meant, we construct a very simple ensemble.
Let there correspond to the oC th member of a Brownian motion
ensemble, a function -K~ (t) C a constant independent of
Our new ensemble has as many members as the Brownian motion ensemble,
but displays no variety of form. The greater the variety, the more
an ensemble will resemble Brownian motion. Then from above, as a network
employee higher and higher order non-linearity, the variety of form
displayed by an input must become greater when it is required that the
response of the network to the input be capable of characterizing the
behaviour of the network.
We are led to the idea that for a system which makes use of all
orders of non-linearity in the input, every input-output situation must
be analysed as a special case when deterministic statements are required.
Hence, we shall in this work, attempt analysis ammenable to statistical
description of the output or solution in terms of statistics of the
input.
Differential Equations
The non-linear systems which shall concern us here will be
supposed given by a differential equation or by a system of differential
equations. Accordingly, in this section we mention a few standard
ideas of use in dealing with ordinary differential equations. To begin,
consider the linear system of n equations
cit
where X and
elements may be
components are
Let
le
are column n-vectors and A is an nxn matrix whose
functions of , and a is a column vector whose
dXbd
de
be any nxn matrix. We define
-3I ;L
where I is the identity matrix. If the elements of are all
finite, then the series which defines each element of the matrix 8
converges absolutely.
Note that in general
and 6 commute. For the case
CA e -e 5 -* P-
A (3 =
e A
e unless A
A e
ee c
(0.3)
= e -a
(e A
e
These statements are deductable directly from the series definition of
A
Since A commutes with - ),
-A A (A -A)
~ e
It will be a help later on to have at our disposal, the Jordan
Cannonical Form for matrices (Friedman, 1956). However, since the
statement of the theorem is rather involved, we will here state a simple
case.
Let A be any nxn matrix whose n eigenvalues are all distinct.
Then there exists the decomposition of A
where D is a matrix all of whose elements off
the principal diagonal are zero, while the elements
diagonal are the n distinct eigenvalues of A •
are the right eigenvectors of A The rows of
the left eigenvectors of .
of the principal
The columns of
~- turn out to
Let t be a scalr, and A a constant matrix. Then
-t-
__ 1'
where A ?\ is a matrix each of whose components are those of A
multiplied by t
A r .EIE
E
be
One can define a derivative as follows:
C AL -L
+
+ A-- - "
+ -
A
-_ A 4--A4j
Aec
The Jordan Cannonicel Form allows a simplification of represen-
tation for the matrix e
A = DtI
e =e
EDE
-I
4- +11
:-l +-L GLE ±-
2 -I
Ei--DE--
+-
4- -
3'
- -- I
+ 2 4SE[
Since the eigenvalues of A are assumed
all distinct,
a e .3
I eD G"- ) z-- +..
, ,q,. t 1 ,1,
E E--I
D_ + -
= FeD E-l
C)
0
e A.
C)
C C
e
A
This is a simple and convenient form of e . It particularly is
useful in handling ordinary differential equation systems which we
now take up.
First, consider the sin4
The function on the right can
X x '
gle n-th order equation
) 4d a
of course be non-linear. Let
A P
<9
-9-
We now have a system of equations
= x
By the change of variables introduced, the single n-th order equation
is transformed into a system of Y1 first order differential equations.
However, it is not always possible to transform the first order system
d-tt
into a single-n-th order equation of the form
cx Vj-)
For this reason, it will be preferable to work with systems of first
order equations.
tLet A be an nxn matrix whose components are constants independent
of time. The linear homogeneous system
1 s= Aa
it x (O) = x
is solvable as
X( ) e Ax o
A4
Xo,
since from above CK A+ O
A o) _ T
while
so that X(o) = 7 o = X : the arbitrary initial condition vector.
For A still a constant matrix and ) a vector, a partic-
ular solution to the inhomogeneous linear system
Ir Ax+(z~
A t
where the integration is carried out on a term by term basis of the
A (t -r)
n-vector, (-) . Note that X () C . That
Xe 6() is indeed a particular solution can be calculated directly.
Y C0) -
The complete solution which reduces to an arbitrary vector X
at -C)is thus
Consider next the system of first order non-linear differential
equations
At
where A is again a constant matrix and i (C t ) s a vector
whose components are functions of ±: and the components of X
It is also supposed that X (0) - o . Then from above
It will be convenient later to use this equivalent integral equation
formulation. But so far we have dealt only with systems whose linear
part has constant coefficients.
For the linear system of I1 equations
8 W A(4>
it is known from the theory of ordinary differential equations that over
any finite time interval, there exists rh independent solutions which
can be arranged as the columns of the nxn matrix H (-&) , and that
O12-
any solution can be expressed as
'X(t)
Further, the inverse of 4(t) exists for all + in the interval.
-t
x(te) = ~t ( ) H-' (o) x (o)
In an analogous manner, the system
a. A()X4 ,C,)
At
is transformed into the integral equation
H' (r)~1~i)CTI1
does not depend on X , the integral equation
becomes that particular solution to the linear inhamogeneous system
cx- A () x
which reduces to X (C) at
H (t)
X (t) H C ) ( -'(0) x() +- (k)
when (Xy t)
-t $ ~t)
t = o.
All-Time Representations and Volterra Functionals
A functional is a mapping of a function space into the real line.
Let us take the function space to be the set 7X of continuous functions
- (C) with -- '6 Then to every - (+), is made to correspond
a real number F 7 , called a functional.
We call an expression of the form K oa
06-
a regular linear functional on the function space . (L) is
fixed and aessumed continuous. A regular homogeneous functional of
nth degree is defined analogously as:
0-
Lot HV 1 be a regular homogeneous functional of
N
n degree. Then the form F is called a f:nctional
polynomial. For the usual familiar polynomials, we have the following
important representation (or approximation) theorem of Weirstrass as
stated by Apostol (1957).
Let be real-valued and continuous on a closed interval
. 3 . Then given any E *' O , there exists a polynomial
(0.4)
(which may depend on G ) such that
I (t) - ?.) .E for every -L in 0- l
The extension of this theorem to functionals was already known
in 1910 by Frechet, and in all probability only shortly after that by
Volterra. We will state the functional polynomial approximation
theorem, but must first discuss continuity for functionals.
Let 7 be the function space defined above. Further, suppose
a metridefined on ; the distance between O) and (E) is
denoted by -- .l Then a functional F on is continuous
at $ if for any 0 > , there exists a (-,) such that
F - F& < whenever I -- 1 '
The extension of the Weirstrass theorem to functionals is stated
in Volterra (1959). However, the statement there is loose, and we will
not directly quote him.
Let the function space -7 be as defined above; and, let there
be a metric on IL such that any homogeneous regular functional on
is continuous. Further, suppose that with repect to the metric
on E{4Jiss ay continuous functional, and that C is a compact
set in . Then given any d >>0D , there exists a functional poly-
nomial -] (which may depend on ) such that
F FE[ j P [ II3 I Gfor all Lin C.
-..,..~..-~--I ___ 
---a ------------e 1C~- ~~~~_~__
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It is seen that functional polynomials possess the same represen-
tation qualities for functionals as do polynomials for ordinary functions.
The Stone-Weierstrase theorem is an abstract general statement
which contains the above theorem as a special case. In Appendix C we
make use of the Stone-Weierstrass theorem. For the time being, let it
be sufficient to say that Brilliant's (1958) topology, used in conjunc-
tion with the Stone-Welerstrass theorem, indicates that there may be
a class ot functionals, occurring commonly in practice, which can be
represented by functional power series of the form
00 ~f
were
O 0
S 'S (1k1, 7 . (.
The difference here is that the functions Vl of the function space
are now defined over the infinite interval -- % < O
As mentioned earlier, Wiener (1958) has given a procedure for obtaining
the kernels in the integrals of a related scheme when such a represen-
tation exists. There are certain fundamental unresolved difficulties -
even when the representation exists - which may be somewhat relieved
with the tools developable with the insertion of Brilliant's topology
into the Stone-Weierstrass theorem. We will pursue these lines
further in the third chapter. Although many useful non-linear operators
may be representable by a Wiener type scheme, we shall here deal
Frifl
with problems for which nothing so nice exists as a uniformly convergent
over I functional power series representation when in 1 '
defined over (- IJ . Our interest lies in non-linear
ordinary differential equations of the kind
where X is an n-vector, and 5 is an n-vector whose components are
in general non-linear functions of Lt and the components of X
For simplicity, let the equation take the form
where () will be some prescribed function of time and x ,
and % are one-vectors. Now in addition, let the equation
de
possess two asymptotically stable limit points, X1 and Xz. ( ), and
), are one-vectors). Associated with X, is a region R and
with X, a region Z such -hat if ) is in R, for some eq-
then X(C-) stays in , for all c and asymptotically
X ( ) -- > X ; the sa situation obtains of course for
The two regions are clearly disjoint.
-17-
We suppose the process to have been going on from minus infinity
until now, and that there is a functional power series representation
for - = now O0 . The initial conditions at
fixed independent of the forcing function -,
- o0 are supposed
& If
- = F(x) + %CA-) then6 --
-- K -0
where
d--t
t ( -
is a constant. This is the functional power series. Also
.( ) - (-) , then we must be able to write
S-0
- -G rd
in an obvious notation.oO
There exists an 6 such that an C -neighborhood about the asympto-
tically stable limit point X is contained in R , and an G -
neighborhood about X, is contained in f . Also, there exists
X(o) =
an (G) such that
X ), -) -
M N andall - of the function space.
We now choose special forcing functions. Let 0 (t) drive
the solution X into region at time " and then turn
off; i.e., (t) O for t . Similarly let k (t) drive
X ( ) into R at - =T and then turn off. It is necessary
here to take % ) and l ) bounded so that by having F far
enough in the past and requiring that all individual integrals exist
we can have
Kx (o)I
j- &
~~z
/3
( -0)o) I L 6/3
(o) N=O
N
~VL KJ'i
for all
'1 ill~ IwIIYIl I YIIIi_. 111_ 1i _ lsl ---
c E/~
X (
Z' C: /
This implies that K is within G of both X and Y which is
the required contradition. It is to be noted that in any individual
problem, we may notAable to choose parameters, forcing functions, etc.
as required above. However, there will be some not at all pathological
equations for which we can proceed in the above fashion. This is all
that is needed to invalidate functional power series expansions as a
general approach. Yet, for certain statistical inves ations, one
is reluctant indeed to give up functional power series schemes. For
the forcing function appears in products with itself and drawing
averaging bars yields output correlations in terms of input correlations
directly. Hence in the remainder of the paper, we shall pursue certain
areas where the special, but nevertheless important, situations allow
of a representation in a form particularly suited to statistical inves-
tigation.
(0.5) Content and Form of the Thesis
The introduction itself is to serve two main purposes. The first
of these is to introduce the reader to the problems and limitations
involved in attempting to obtain general solutions of non-linear equations.
These difficulties have caused the author to adopt certain points of view.
For example, the discussion on the statistical approach in section (0.2).
This, and certain ideas stressed in the introduction, should serve to
orient the reader's point of view sufficiently to obviate the need for
re-stressing in the remainder of the paper. So that again by way of
example, it will be supposed throughout the body of the thesis that
the reader is himself capable of drawing ensemble average bars in order
to obtain statistics as any given situation does or does not require.
The second major purpose of the introduction is mathematical
in nature. Here it is hoped that a reader not already adequately
prepared will gain some mathematical ideas and manipulations to serve
as background for the thesis. Much of this material perhaps need not
be explicitly used in reading through the body of the thesis. Never-
theless, it may prove valuable background, especially should the
reader wish to use the results on his own problems.
Chapter I deals with a pertubation procedure. The method is
inherently quasi-linear in nature. However, it does give an important
area for which an all-time representation is possible. Chapters II
and III give results which are truly non-linear in character. The
general statements will here hold for only an arbitrarily large but
still finite length of time. Of course from section (0.4) this is
to be expected.
In Chapter II, a condition is given, the satisfaction of which
allows of approximate solutions which converge uniformly over all time.
This restrict..n is simply that for any finite initial conditions, and
zero forcing function, the system damps asymptotically to zero. Under
this condition, Chapter II gives an all time representation scheme
for analytic systems without forcing. When the condition is not ful-
filled, the scheme converges uniformly over any arbitrarily large but
finite time interval.
S1111111 11 111111 . ' IYIII- ~^ -- -
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Chapter III presents a finite time representation scheme for
analytic systems with forcing. The difficulties of an all time
Volterra expansion are again considered.
The physical problems discussed have been included only to
illustrate applicability of the abstract statements. In each case,
the problem is briefly set up. It is hoped that later work will
carry out the indicated procedures and obtain physically significant
results.
One further remark about the examples. Field problems of the
kind dealt with here are formulated by partial differential equations.
These represent a non-denumerable infinity of equations. However,
we shall always suppose that high frequency effects are negligible
and that for physical purposes we could approximately represent the
problem by a finite dimensional mesh space, or by say a finite number
of Fourier coefficients. The reader can suppose that any infinite
space is approximable by a Xinite one, so that Fourier transforms of
probabilistic functions necessarily exist. However, the theory of
formal Fourier representations (Lighthill, 1959) can be invoked should
an infinite space and rigorous approach be desired.
Finally, proofs which are unduly long, complicated, or mathe-
matical have been relegated to the Appendices.
Chapter I
An Asymptotically Stable Limit Point Theorem
It has been very common to attempt pertubation solutions about
a linear solution. For the most part, when this is done in the liter-
ature, the convergence of the procedure is simply assumed. In this
section, we present a pertubation procedure for a class of problems
whose convergence is given in Appendix A.
The basic system with which we shal l deal here is given by
the equation
dlx Ax +G it~ u -C+19> x& I ) + ((1Y1) X4
x (c->') =k
in this equation, all quantities are continuous functions of time.
x (t) and c 4) are n-voctors. A is a constant mnm matrix
and ( 4c) is a time dependent nzn matrix. 4 [t ) X o is
a vector whose components are each a polynomial in the components
of X . These polynomials are at least of second degree; there is no
linear dependence on the components of X . The coefficients in the
polynomials are bounded functions of time.
There is a. condition on a . It is that the eigenvalues of
k all have negative (not zero) real parts. This condition in physical
terms is simply that the system have linear friction. We will come back
(1.1)
to a discussion of the terms in the equation later. Now we wish to state
a theorem which provides a means of solution of (11) under certain cir-
cumstances.
We use the notation IIY 1 to denote a scalar which equals
the largest magnitude of any of the components of Y whether Y be a
vector or matrix.
Theorem I
For equation (1.1), there exist positive numbers f , n , a d
,each > C such that if
II~l a
hen he o c solved by theor
then the equation can be solved by the
OCIOMOO.s~
all
all
following successive approximation
X, (-t is te solution to
d X - Ax 1  ()
while for vi ? I
O)- X.
X 1I (C
Y, (0) = X o
4- 4 XjC-A 4--
The successive approximations converge to the solution X (t) uniformly
over all time.
This theorem is proved in Appendix A. A more general statement
appears at the end of Appendix A with the above theorem as a special
case. In practice, the applicability of the hypothesis of the general
statement will be too hard to determine. The case presented here will
be useful in many applications.
We return to the requirement of the negativeness of the eigen-
values of A . Under this condition, the linear equation
(142) - AK
whose solution is
t A(V-)
0
basically controls the situation for the non-linear equation (1.11)
subject to the smallness requirements of the theorem.
Let us examine the solution to the linear problem (142). For
simplicity we suppose the eigenvalues of A not only negative but
Aalso distinct. Then an be ten in the form
also distinct. Then - can be written in the form
e - e Dt
-4~i
where - is a diagonal matrix
is time independent.
(1.03) becomes
B e t Xo +Tt
8 ss ,"
( 00
t.
3 )
, and
Jr ) c=r
Define
This produces
B-xo
-t ol + -C)
oP-i
Or, on a component basis
r this and the condition
From this and the condition
(\) +t
\hLJ
k(Cr) cV
4:
P we obtain the bound
By choosing bounds for the initial conditions and the forcing function
small enogh, we can keep &j C) utformly ounded as sarmall as we wish
vLC') c
~'(t-7-)E3-~
o ) = LIrCo
C
I L ( t )
-26-
over all time. This implies the same thing for X (t) = B Ct).
Changing (1.V2) to
(.5) - - A (x) + -(4) x + (t)
does not alter the situation as long as G (-) is bounded small enough
over all time. This can be proven separately from, but in the same way
as, the theorem stated above and is proven in Appendix A.
Now we have the feeling that as long as a linear solution stays
small, it ought to be a good first approximation to a non-linear equation.
And indeed, the theorem shows this to be true.
For the equation (1.11), the vector point X( = 0 is
a solution for Ct)) = . X=C) is called a limit point. But
actually in our problem, it can be shown (Levinson, 1955) that under
the conditions of the theorem (smallness of K , C (), and (k)),
should C )O0 for all L c , , then each solution tends asymp-
totically to ( . The requirement of AL <_. c is essential here.
X -= C is further designated as an asymptotically stable limit point.
The theorem which we have discussed here, proceeds along much the
same lines as many stability or asymptotic behavior theorems, (Levinson,
1955, Lefschetz, 1957, Birdgland, 1961). It is presented here for a number
of reasons. Firstly, the theorem as presented here is in a form particu-
larly useful for application to physical problems. But secondly, asymptotic
behavior theorems require the forcing function to go asymptotically to
I- --- ~ ~ ~ HIM NY
in~----i ni nminorn-- - -- -~ IIr__nnIIIIII I I IIhI~
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a constant. We do not require this for the theorem here, and hence are
led to a somewhat different theorem. This has been done because we have
in mind statistical problems. To illustrate this, we go back to the
successive approximation scheme.
(J46n) - - -+
Xt ()= Xo
This is equivalent to
The first approximation is
Since I is a polynomial in the components
of the successive approximations will produce components of
S,4. \ in terms of products of the components of o and (t)
For instance,
X (0) 4 could be
one such term.
I, il l , , Ii ,d IIillilo l
Products like X (t)X( -C ) are approximated uniformly
over time and over all properly bounded initial conditions and forcing
functions. Hence the n t h approximation, taken over an ensemble average,
gives
in terms of ensemble
averages like
converges to (t)
uniformly over all time and all sufficiently bounded ensembles of
initial conditions and forcing function.
In this way, one successively approximates the output statistics
in terms of the input statistics. A special but important situation
presents itself immediately, Suppose that G (t) O and H t
is not explicitely a function of t . H ,
Suppose further that all input statistics are stationary. Then all
output statistics will also be stationary as t --- co , That is,
a statistic like
will go to a definite limit, dependent on / , as
- --- ------- ---- KNOWNUI
X 0) xs ,4,~),,M,2, ) 4 ) 1
nX )n
I X,() g th
E~5s~\
~lpd-~gni~
L. Xn (t)
Viscous Incompressible Two-Dimensional Water Waves
As an example of the possible application of the foregoing theorem,
we here set up an approximate viscous incompressible water wave theory.
There Is however a much more serious approximation into which we
are forced. It is that we will try to describe the problem in terms of
a scalar potential. This procedure would of course be correct in the
inviscid case. In fact, special stress combinations will produce curl
free motion, and in these cases the problem can be formulated by the
scalar potential. It is felt by the author that there are difficulties
with the classical viscous linear problem (Lamb, 1932, Hendbuch der
Physik, 1960). The classical methods do not give the same results as
those obtained here for the linear problem forced by a special curl
free motion producing stress configuration. Hence at a later time,
it is hoped that the classical method for the linear problem as well
as the procedure below, will be checked by machine computation.
The defense of an approximation such as we use here must ultima-
tely rest on the fact that it can actually be carried out, and that at
least the form of the results is more or less what one would expect.
It will be easily seen that as the viscosity goes to zero and the ampli-
tudes become infinitessimal, the procedure yields the correct linear
inviscid model.
Let the depth of the water be infinite at r - - c<
5 =0 is the mean value of the surface. The lateral dimension
is X . Tere is no dependence on
(1.2)
If LA stands for the velocity along the X axis and / the
velocity along the ' axis, the incompressibility of the fluid intro-
duced into the equation of continuity gives
The force equations are
(1.22a) - - d 
and
(1.22b) ) t
where is pressure, 9 is density, and F1  and are body
forces in the $ and ) direction respectively. f is the coefficient
of viscosity and assumed small. In particular, these equations hold not
only throughout the fluid, but also at the surface.
The kinematic Condition at the wave surface requires that a
particle on the surface remains on the surface. If CY ( t) is
the deviation from the mean of the amplitude of the surface motion
D YA 0 - \/= O
(1.23) t
There are two other conditions on the problem. They are the
stress conditions normal and tangential to the boundary surface.
____._._._~___~~~__~~__~._.__.__ __ ~_~._..~ .. ~~_~__~_ ~ I
These will be determined ultimately from the stress-rate of strain
relations.
(1.24a) - + a C
(1.24b) x
To obtain the required relations, we pick an arbitrary point
on the wave surface and draw two sets of rectangular axes each of
whose origins is located at the point. The first set of axes are
horizontal and vertical X - axes respectively. The second set of
axes are drawn such that the x axis is tangent to, and the axis
is normal to the wave surface at the chosen point. If is the
angle between the X and X axes, then
for small enough angles. / itself is not allowed large. The
condition L-f-a E & is a smoothness condition on .
Remembering that = and using the trans-
formation relations of Cartesian Tensor Analysis (Jeffreys, 1931),
we have after neglecting terms with factors of squared and higher
orders in G ,
M IiI
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(I. 25a) PC -X
We still do not quite have the relations we want. By expanding
in a Taylor series and retaining only through second order non-linearity,
(1.25a,b) become respectively
(1.26a) P-g' I -
+;\n
(1.26b) P X /
;LEV- 0) w -
a) , Z,
X X~
- Q+
+ .£ ,,- -
(1.26a,b) are the required stress relations.
We will first take up the case of zero boundary stress. From
(1.26a) we obtain the pressure at the surface in terms of the velocity
components and the amplitude I .
It is assumed that neither 7 nor the velocity components or
their derivatives are large. Also - is very very small. Our major
IPXX)1. 25b) PA- -Pa - ( P
3u
';ix NI c3
~ x a-"
approximation then is that P x will be not quite but nearly
equal to zero. We will cone back to this later; but in the immediately
following discussion, (1.26b) will be dispensed with entirely.
At this point we introduce the scalar velocity potential
Yk
The force equations (1.22a,b) become
(1.27) 
-d _
c, [ J
To obtain this we have used F - [
72-) = )0 from the incompressibility of the fluid.
while
This relation holds throughout the fluid, and in particular
at the surface. With the aid of (1.26a) we obtain through second
order non-linearity
(1.28) ___
A- L-~
-
l11 4)
53 l~
a) ) X
-
0
,=- 3~
d~B,
-V-~a
-3,7 +
L 4 
,Q-
In (1.28), consider the operator defined by
+ D
3t a i,0
Here is simply the identity operator. Now if the operator
is in some sense small enough, then the inverse
of the operator
(IA~17 )
5) , can
-I 'I'd
be obtained as (Friedman,
2 2-
~~(z), 3 2-
Without hesitation, we make the smoothness assumption that
J is a bounded operator. Then since
been supposed very small, the operator ( -
inverted as described
has already
can be
Again through second order, (1,28) becomes
(1.29) _ _
Cf: :
L( 3Y t4
C A--Cf _ _ 
-
oJx 03
CI)
c9+t
L4--
+av~3I
0)93
/ j ) --L
11 s~
0)~7/
d~~--I~=6- %"
I
Z=0
(rt
In terms of the potential
through second order is given by
, the kinematic condition (1.23)
(1.30) ---atL
We have now only to set6:10
() X) )
1(6) x )
C5k () " kx
Okk.
e jl d k
dk
and substitute in (1.29) and (1.30). Notice that 7 (t)
which is the incompressibility requirement
(1.29) goes over to
If7 ?k + 7 / k
L( - L)
-- IL3 PL
-L)j I (Pk-L d L
Yr- .L
L J LIL 3 /- LkIIP L L
=00
(1. 31) 
.
k
c-i L(k
dL
I
3~a. la--~
$- al~ "/I
d~" a-=o
And (1.30) transforms into
(1.32) chlk AO ± ~LjL'd7
+ -j(k - oL LL
-000
(1.30)and (1.32) are in the required form for the theorem to apply,
except that they represent an infinite number of equations. For the
eigenvalues of the linear part are
S= -v
. The cut-off frequency
for k is not large. As discussed in section (0.5) of the Introduction,
for any given numerical problem, only a finite number of equations would
be used. Hence we can suppose that for any practical purpose, the
successive approximation scheme given by Theorem I will converge uniformly
over all time and sufficiently small 7 (o X) and Q (O ), 5).
It is to be noted that in any practical problem, we must be able
to find a I > C>
Ik)k> k
such that setting 4K = C for
is a reasonable approximation. Then since
00
;C kl
I 1_ ,CL
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we will have t'"+ uniformly bounded. This substantiates
the inversion of the operator + as carried out
above, and allows to be approximately - -V V L 4TjI
Still neglecting for a moment the boundary condition (1.26b),
let us take P5,' 3. small but not identically zero in (1.26a),
and investigate the linear problem.
The linearized equivalent of (1.31) and (1.32) with P.' ' 1
D00
included are (1.33) I-L x? XLe (x x
4do
Suppose that we solved this linear problem, and then substituted
the results into the linear approximation for the boundary condition
(1.26b). It is the condition which we have neglected so for, and would
lead to the requirement on ' PX ' x that
Hence for any small enough , there exists a X
such that the linearized motion is curl free and given by a scalar
potential. But the same can be said for the non-linear problem.
We equate the left hand side of (1.31) to - and
solve this equation together with (1.32) by means of Theorem 1.
-38-
Substitution of the result into (1.26b) gives the condition on x
such that one has potential motion, and hence has actually solved
the problem.
Although only a very restricted class of problems can be handled
in this way, the method may furnish some clues about the non-linear
relation between the wave spectrum and the input energy spectrum.
-- _ _ ------- - -. ~--~~- - ~ _~~~~__~~___ __~~
Chapter II
(2.1) An Initial Value Problem
We will now turn our attention away from pertubation procedures
and obtain a truly non-linear result. The problem under consideration
is
( (C)= Xo
where (4 X is an n-vector. The components of are
each analytic functions of ) X , . over some
rectangle R
This means that for any fixed point in each component of - is
an analytic function in each variable taken ene at a time.
Note that we require in addition f ( + C)) = ) . There
is no forcing function for (2.11).
For the solution to (2.11), we will obtain a representation theory.
The proof depends upon two major known theorems. The proof itself is
an immediate result of the statement of these theorems.
The first theorem needed is due to Poinca.re (Lefschetz, 1957).
One result of this theorem as applied to (2.11) is as follows:
~~ ~ ;__ .~ -_
Let and R be defined as above. Let be a rectangle
of initial conditions defined by
O \() B R
We suppose that the 6 L have been so chosen that if X (0) originates
in 1 , then the solution for 0 L- C - c 4 L  '
remains in * Then about each point in ( , there exists a
neighborhood N (x such that each component of the solution is
an analytic functionof L4- Xo (o ) o
for O0 L L/ .
The second theorem we require is a result from the theory of
several complex variables (Bochner and Martin, 1948) First let us
define the rectangle d X ) as
C)O 8
Then we can state the theorem as:
Theorem I
If a function of several complex variables is analytic in each
variable separately at each polut of a rectangle such as d k' (
above, then the function is analytic simultaneously in all variable
over the whole rectangle.
-------
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The theorem means that the function can be represented as a multiple
power series in the n 4- I variables. Each component of the solution to
(2.11) is given by
(2.12) X C t Lp j 9 , ( jO) 1P - ,(-to
This series converges absolutely and uniformly over any closed rectangle
such as 0 \ C Z
0 Xi L . / L L L.--I) . ) n
contained in a X .3
An analytic function of several complex variables has many of
the properties of a function of a single complex variable. For instance,
the partial derivative with respect to any variable can be found by
changing the order of differentiation and summation. The resulting
series is also absolutely and uniformly convergent over the same closed
rectangle as the original series. The same holds for any number of
partial derivatives. Further one can sum over all indices simulta-
neously, or sum over one index completely first.
Let us return to (2.12) as a form of solution for (2.11). Since
order of operations like summation and differentiation is intrmaterial,
and X (o) --- o implies X (t) = , we can represent the
solution to (2.11) as
------ i-;I 
_~~__ __ __1~
(2.13) XL(t)
Yi
At tO this becomes
CL()o
L.
c,
+ --
x (o) -
(o)
&w:I I
CL
Since th reltion mt hold for all X
inces thre relation must hold for all X
n ,(C) . W o btan)
in . We obtain
L
C(2.1 4) (0 )= I
L ) = C , Q
(o) =-
-=
When we solve for the C s , (2.14) will
Now in (2.11) since c (1tX )
)- )O )= 0 , we can also r
be the initial conditions.
is analytic, and
Ipresent ( (jt ,X)
L -e~--m~-~-E~i~iP --a ~ ~~____~ _ _~_
Zc' (t)X61(0)Ybi(Dj
d~=\ b'br
gk3i+) Xkl(~) ~ki(O) Xbl(o)
SO) xy o)
C o) x o) u b(
r
e
(8.x5)
v\
Tz B-, ' <') Xx(' k)
We use (2.15) for - (t)X) and (2.13) with the conditions (2.14)
for Y in (2.11). The resulting equation must hold for all X O
in . This determines that
L' L -') '
L
C
cK
(0)
(o)
(2.152) L
4-
, r.:i
c.,= - =
-z
(%)cI
L
r" ,z.
i
(tC r,1C
Sfi"zed
)~ .V *
(0)- 0
- -- -- -- ----- - - -- - ill1
r
1 Yb~lt)t
(2.153) 4 C
cz K
V.' I
b'~ I1 1~t ~
L
~~-i  ,
(t) C '
where Kand K and
(2.15n)
n>l C1
LI =. )W)-
are fixed;
t.
L
C I , ,.
) . . )
(0) =O
-i_
L
C
L
SFL
... , (o)
where % is a forcing function which depends at most
on C' already determined.
We wish to emphasize a feature of (2.15n). In terms of the
known the equation is linear. We can rewrii<V te
-r\
(~t) C,
t) C6
C
C - C".
__ _ __~_~
.. . I~kk INA , ,
~
,
IrI~\ht
W
(2.15n) as an operator equation
-..
C
where L is a linear operator. The important thing is that L does
not depend on Y . Hence in any given problem, one determines the
inverse to L only once, and then operates each successive step
-t
with L: on the already known forcing function. When the coefficients
of the linear term in the expansion for given by (2.15) are constants,
the inverse operator is particularly simple. In this case, (2.16n)
becomes
(2.17n) C C,
S 4.- = c ci
LTh i.. .17n) i oCh
TheR srolution to (2.l7n) in vector forym is
(2 ,18n)
n, (t =
, 
,
LQ ; ., :)
K,_ , ~e
-~----- -- -- I I- I__ IliY1
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Where 1
whose components are
respectively; 
-C
and K. I I ,
L
C and
is a matrix whose compornnts are
(2.2) Conservative Two-Dimensional Vorticity
We here follow Lorenz (1953). The mot.ion is assumed incompressible
and confined to the x - plane. Hence the velocity components can be
obtained from a stream function 4
Velocity in the X direction = 0-)
Velocity in the % direction = v
Taking the
vorticity equation
(2.21) V
curl of the force equations (1,22ab) we obtain the
6q V _ Z _
< .A (Z XC ~
It is supposed that there are no boundaries. The equation holds over
the whole plane. Hence we represent \ by
-00 -0o
L X P LIIa A r
are n-vectors
-- ,
-) 4
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This leads to
(2.221)
ym ric-Ynit
c kt
Since
00o
00 -
YK4 > ) )
Q /L n) e2 _ 2-4( W Ym -p9vo, -9 (A
is a real funotiona,
where the bar denotes a complex conjugate. Taking the complex conjugate
of (2.221)
(2.222)
dt
- -- ~o
The total energy in the field is
Q0 o0
-oc' -90
[ Qs ) )]
which by Parseval's Theorem is equal to
The change of E with time is zero since the system is
conservative.
-m -VnV-V' (I =
) )12-
00 c30Iat IT I /
(2.23) -_
e o o
We shall howevez, be interested in the quantAy
-d -r- n
which is the emnrgy density over time.
Let us return to the fundamental equation (2,221). This equation
is of t.he form equired by Theorem II, except that it is an infinite
system We aga n adcipt the attitude that in practice, a finite system
approx;.ation i adeiute. Hence e solve (M.221) by the recursive
scheme of Theortm II.
So as noik to cnfuse letters, let r (O) A
Then the scheme indicttes the representation forQ t)
(2.24) 9 ln (L :t) = C(L) e' VC-
A " c S\et:\,Ct\ Pqi A'. dW .... e
t c th
The in itial co.mittiace on the CiS are obtained froma the requirement
that mn ( ) - . Hence
X- 4- n 
- V1-rr~ Jr-t ( ) ( ) t el roq rl
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(2.25) O (O)
p C'
Qy C1-
e'v ~'n (o)
Putting this into (2.221) gives first
(2.261) a CV~
ce4
Hence
(2.271) 0 rvfnn (I-)
ct0
- '-Km) (%
The next equation obtained is
(2.262) a'
a t , 1z
-co -00
€W2- (-0,-% n -
Taking account of the initial condition C- , 9%,- ( o
and (2.271), we obtain as solution to (2.262)
e_-c..
CsC
Cm LCn~
II~
S(T, P () C,)
(2a.272) C (t)
pCA P= 4
(rn Ci f.Y.-I P)
2- + t IL
K ), 4-p - S(r 91 +
We proceed in the same way to
(2.263)
L )d~~~tr rs Lt4~+- t\ ) - e= v
with the initial condition that
c:~C S
c5 -cd
- ; -- ao
m- r)
C
-5S
4- e ios z
,e3 -, 3 )e 9 e3 53
O ) - O.
The solution to this Is (2.273).
n
2.-273) C t )%2Th) -
~~93
t+
S
(yY") S -nT-
(0-9% -2- +- Ci- 3)( ry -el e I)P2 -j- 3
It is easily seen that all of the 5 S will combine to give,
for fixed initial conditions, a Taylor series type expansion over
time. This is because the original equation (2.221) had no linear
term on the right hand side.
Now the scheme (2.24) will converge uniformly over + and Ap.
for bounded and bounded A e9 . (This is strictly true
when only a finite number of As are used). But a Taylor series
does not often converge rapidly, Nevertheless~ the scheme (2.24),
when used to obtain the energy density, will perhaps be useful in
studying the stability of statistically descrbed flows over a small
but finite time interval, The reader is again refered to Lorenz (1953)
who initiated there the instantaneous stability problem.
The convergence problem baing as it is above, we turn in the
next section to a dissipative system where this difficulty is overcome
in a definite sense.
(2,3) Non-Conservative Turbulence as an All-Time Problem
We envision a two-dimenrional viscous fluid extending over
The three dimensional problem would follow In the sae way as below).
The basic force equations have been given in section (1.2) as
equations (1.22a,b). We will use
(2.31a) _ aCA - 6
M\ -)A YJ C1
hA 
- 4-
(2.31b) t-- LL4+ v- 7 1
The quantities in (2.31a,b) are defined as in (1.22a,b). The equations
(2.31a,b) are the same as (1.22a,b), except that the external field has
be'en deleted,
In addition, we still have the equation of continuity.
A _ _(2.32) (
This is the same as equation (1.21).
By manipulating (2.31a,b), and using (2.32), we obtain
+) cL'L ~~
At this point we introduce Fourier coef£:icients.
(. L Y&aVa.
-00 -00
-co -OO
G-O -30
- V- V e-.
+ ~u ~LI
"a -
4 
-r-- LL
2-x Sa-- - 7 2 -=P
(2. 33)
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A similar expression obtains for W .
There are no boundaries in the problem. Hence the operator
is easily inverted in the Fourier domain. ,2.33) implies
I(2.34)(2.34) -
Soo
-- O0-0 w- (, -y5 &Yn 2+.nL
SC- a
(W W-s \rn-r-) fl-S
-~ -= + ii $(crt7-V ) U Mr- W~)fl$~s
00c - n:o
Equations (2.31a,b) go over to
(2.35a) +Emn or- u S Y -i 1 , iL v-e m- L4- d --
I V- Lr - \-2 -K + --J
L
A - I 1
(2. 35b) a
C lA
- Ln fl 
- 4- Vk,L
rn n is expressed in terms of aL-L r,
through (2.34). Taking (2.34) into account, the linear approximation
to (2.35ab) is
-o oo
L- o- NL
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(2.36a) ln
(2.36b) VdCt
The solution to (2.36ab) is of course
We will not do so, but could here go through the same procedure
as in section (2.2), and indicated by Theorem 11.
It is perhaps possible to see by inspect.on however, that unlike
the preceding problem, we will here not get (for fixed initial condi-
tions) power series in time. Rather, we will obtain a series whose
terms are constants or damping exponentials. Hence (2.35a,b) with
(2.34) are diffusion type equations. This is because we have deleted
any external field such as the gravity field.
It might at first be supposed that becaue we have to deal only
with damping exponentials, that the representation scheme of Theorem II
would in some way converge uniformly over all t:,me. This is unfortunately
not true in general. There exist not at all pathological systems such
that with initial conditions fixed, each term in the representation
series will be a damping exponential; but the s ries will not converge
a a --- ,
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However, in our present case, we have a special situation. The
non-linear terms are conservative, while the linear term is dissipative.
The total energy continuously decreases and asymptotically goes to zero.
This implies that for arbitrary 6 7 O , there exists a
CC) O such that
Im,?*, (1< 0
U -M
<t
torall 7 O
for all 7
In addition, () and / WK (+ ) .. O .
It is shown in Appendix B, that there then exists a ch t
such that for any 0 o and 6 7 0
implies
for all
;, Cn RR)
Cr
and
implies
and I V)V " ( ) 4 E~
Since for any A and 61
exists an
and Q- /2 ) , there
approximation to the solution uniformly over all
initial conditions bounded by R and bounded by '- , setting
the approximate solution equal to zero for k 7 gives us a repre-
sentation scheme which converges uniformly over all time at a rate
dependent only on the bound on the initial co4nditions.
Once again, the special property of the above system is that
any bounded initial starting configuration da.mps to zero asymptotically.
Other systems satisfying the conditions of Theorem II, while at the
same time displaying this property, can be handled in the same way.
Batchelor (1960) has suggested that in homogeneous turbulence,
the velocity correlations become Gaussian as t --:> regardless
of the form of the initial distributions. We mention this as suggestive
of at least one experiment to be undertaken with the above results.
Chapter III
Equations with Porcing Functions
Over an Arbitrary Large But
Finite Time Interval
In the preceding chapter, the equations had analytic right-hand
sides, but were without forcing functions. This chapter retains the
condition of analyticity while allowing the equations to possess a
forcing term. Our basic system in this chapter will take the form
= AX + f (xW) -( )
tere A is an nxn matrix, and X) ( and
+ has no linear dependence on ) . Also, if
not equal to zero, we could incorporate this te:~ of
Hence we explicitly assume (O/, ) , On
we can write - as
(3.12i)
S( X)
() Xj X; xj
/ are n-vectors.
0 (oe) were
into .
a component basis,
uvI I
!1
fherein we have employed the summation convention that any repeated
index is to be summed unless otherwise specified. This convention
w,11l be in effect throughout the chapter. We hzve supposed - to
have a finite number of terms for convenience.
(3.1) C-T
(3,1)
We are going to introduce a represestation scheme which Is to
hcd over any finite time and for at least sow large class of forcing
fknctione. The scheme is essentially that of Valterra Functionals.
ie have already made entlon of Volterra wunctionals in the Introduction.
We will proceed formally at first, Stat~ments about convergence
W1I be made later. The proofs are mathematic eand left to Appendix C,
Consider the simple first degree scalar ;uation
(3.13) t - b ~ )
(3.13) is equivalent to
)ll t e risentaB
x+ X leY rereena
x ( )=
le by Volterra Fnctionals
k )+S C)i)L
)= ko(o )= X
ts a solution to
*It is
+.ls,>d K o () + tI () L , ()J
KO (o) = XO
k3.lPS)
f$
as:. - t= o )
o,,ar tha ko (*)
_ ~__
- 11111111111N1M11MI1IWWIMI ulmi-
e7'21
-- ~_MIN III w 11I
In what follows, we adopt the attitude that (t) is already
determined. This can be done by the methods of the preceding chapter,
or by any other means.
We put (3.15) into (3.14). This is to hold for all G)
some large class, so we equate kernels of like homogeneity across the
equation. In this way we obtain
5 , (r)d = -
Ur4- 2 a-k
where a t '7 = for T7t.
This is satisfied by setting
4- 2b e (-j(Q Cti
\ acts here only as a parameter.
(3.171) can be solved analytically over any finite interval
(Volterra, 1959; also Kolmogorov and Fomin, 1957). The method is
simply successive approximations which are shown to converge uni-
formly over the time interval.
In the same way, we obtain next
wherek(jj\ 1 Y 1 '= O for7 > or for T'
(3.171)
WIIIE1 MI
CT
h I ( cf I )
(57 ' and CI -- I act as parameters. We have again the same sort of linear
integral equation for KZ
we obtain K
as for . Notice that when o (t)=
and directly. K0 (+) = O0
The expression for
(3.173) h
0
is no more involved.
70 ;
where K3 1 k) 1 ''jTI 0 for
We will not do any more of this, but rather go on to the more
general problem covered by equation (3.11).
The equivalent integral equation formulation for (3.11) is
(3.18) X (t) ~A fix A(') -)1)
We use (3.121) in (3.18), but first set A (f-&I"
to obtain on a component basis
,,o>x W U: ',;(
±5 R3~' t oiQ (Bt -t') ,
- -.~s---- -------- ~lMihi
•when X(O)= O
-a (k t )
IT, )T) or T3
8 (t -0
-'-Oj
Lf.')
t I
81j (t
(c)
x oy'))
,,
'c/ Yk-n (i
q) dJf '
,, I
#
where it is understood that a repeated index is summed.
We now form a functional representation scheme for ((
The repeated index summation convention continues in effect.
(3Oi20) XL t) , t
-1 i .
In the sam way as the first example, the introduction of
(3.1201) into (3.191) leads to
t(3j21l)_
'+2 (n) Lk (&'
+3 - () (
+ # I +
L , IL
4k, 
( ;-- 0 ,.
for
111
ctl) "K: (t:~~dtl
t"i
where
- 06- ,lll
with and fixed and L - 2 , , )
AJ and can be considered parameters. (31211) is a system of
linear integral equations. These can be solved by successive approx-
imations. The theory for this is essntially the same as quoted before
(Volterra, 1959).
forcing function
o s the solution to (3.11) when there is no
) We must suppose ' k0 ) alr eady
determined. Again, if necessary, this can be done through the method
indicated by Theorem I. Notice tht if X; ,(O) = 0o, 'o ()= o
and I< (t7 ) can be obtained frc (3.I211) directly.
We next determine (
(3.1212) , 2
t
'3., (, 4 4
1 I I
!i6[XyZ)
1~~~ ,t)K
SL 
z (t1 <') I(t~ c0;k)ct./I * O
(continued)
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It, , L Z 5 t ) +R
L2 V)-
L, ' LI 
KTf
k, \t, , ,",) 0 for
Notice again that if the 1 (0)= 0 , then
aand
K , fta it
'1o (t) = )
can be determined directly. Also, both
are obtained by inverting the same
linear operator when 1L, (6) - 0 for all . Thus even
for this very complicated and general case, one can see that to obtain
any order kernel, , the same linear operator is
to be inverted independent of
We will not write out the expression for 1kkz 3
the higher order kernels. One proceeds in thi3 same way as above, but
of course obtains increasingly more complicatod and tedious expresions.
where
where
_~__ ~_~_~_~__ _^ _ __I(
t-2CtD
T0e or >±,
64-i
Let us consider
mentioned, K W )
( ) in greater detail. As already
is the h component of the solution when
the forcing function n-vector ( ) -
previous chapter, k 0 (C) is expandable as
° As such, by the
(322)a k0 () = W X3j (0 t) ' L ,-, (k) N" X : o
~'~,,,,i) (10) ,j, (o )0 ()
I
The expansion converges uniformly over all bounded time and initial
conditions. If the problem is non-linear, then correlations down
en ensemble involving the solution components wAll, at least formaly,
be given in terms of ensemble averages of products of initial position
components and forcing function components.
The legality of the formal procedure employed above is given
by Theorem III below. In order to state this theorem, we first define
a phase space. The space is Xh± I dimoensionl. A point in the
phase space is given by the components
(x, (O), ,,,
where
- ---- - ------- - -I--- - - IIIIYI ~ -I
unlessj C -
0
The differential equation (3.11) can be thought of as an operator which
assigns to each point of the phase a real number.
A subset y j Qy of the phase space is the set of all
points such that
and O-t
Now we can state the theorem.
Theorem III
For arbitrary but finite d , \ ? and G , the represen-
tation scheme (3.1101) converges to the solution of (3.11) uniformly
over
The proof is in Appendix C.
3.2 More About All-Time Representations and Concluding Remarks
In Chapter II, the simple condition that an unforced system
damp asymptotically to zero allowed an appro:cimation scheme to converge
uniformly over all time. Here, where we are specifically interested
in systems with forcing functions, we are un:wble, at least at this time,
to obta:in any corresponding result.
-- ._ ._Y
. J ... . ....... . 1N [I" , II 1[ I li ll IMI ll.IY I
The Introduction shows that if an unforced system does not damp
asymptotically to but one limit pointp then the same system with forcing
cannot in general have an all-time Volterra functional representation.
Unfortunately the converse is not true, Consider the system
suggested by Professor Edward N. Lorenz,
(3.21) ' - - L
When \) is set equal to zero, (3.21) can easily be
manipulated into
(3.22) 1a - x )L
the
Iro4 this it follows that every solution of /uforced system damps asymp-
totically to zero.
However, when e , th ints po ) s
and ( (i~ /-Z ) are stable limit: points. The point
is an unstable limnil point. The behavior of
the system at A is discontinuous with respect to initial
conditiona, and hence an all-time repreentat:xon which would converge
uniformly over all time and arbitrarily large but bounded forcing
furctions and initial conditions is beyond out' grasp at the present time.
I 0 ii MII ll li
Nevertheless, it should be emphasized that der those cases
where statistically stationary forcing functions actually produce
asymptotically stationary solution statistics for some definite
initial condition, are approachable by the finite time represen-
tation scheme of section (3.1) on a computational basis.
Suppose then, that computationally after some finite time,
we are able to obtain a reasonably good estimate to the steady
statistics of the solution for a stationary iorcing function and
a particular initial condition. Now each state of the system
within the finite time interval can be considered a new initial
condition with the same stationary ensemble of forcing functions.
Hence for each point on the finite-time trajectory. and now con-
sidered as an initial condition, the stationary statistics are in
all cases the same.
The theory for all-time representations of systems with
forcing functions is admittedly not yet at a stage at which one is
satisfied. However, it is hoped that by machine experiments, the
above theory will enable one to mark of those sections of a phase
space which under an Ergodic ensemble of forcing functions are trans-
formed by the differential equation operator within themselves.
The effort involved in such a project must of necessity be
great. Even for problems of the kind considered in Chapter II,
--- ~" ~I-^I"" ~"~ - IIYIIIYIII
where the theory is more developed, any practical problem will require
considerable labor. This is an unfortunate, but certainly to be
expected, aspect of non-linear analysis. Non-linear problems can
present difficulties which do not exist for linear problems. We
shall perhaps, simply have to become used to paying more for results
in the non-linear case.
, IIIlk., W I I
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Appendix A
The equation first in question is of the form
(Al) d As-I- Cx , (L)x + G2.j){) +  (*)
where (4) and g ) are n-vectors, 6 Ct) and G (4) are
continuously time dependent nxn matrices, A is a constant nan matrix,
and (x) is an n-vector whose components are second degree or higher
order polynanials in the components of X .
At - =O, X(o) = x,
dition. (Al) is equivalent to
(A2) X Ak X
We are supposing that x(t)
limit point. Hence the eigenvalues 4
is the necessary initial con-
C0 is an asymptotically stable
of A all have negative real
parts. Every term of e
A (t7 -CT-)
is of the form
where the real part of X is negative
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(Lefschetz, 1957). Each such term is bounded end absolutely integrable.
We use to denote the norm of a vector or matrix.
Unless expressly stated, the norm of a vector or matrix will be taken
to be the maximum of the component magnitudej,
Then
0
and we denote it by .
The nature of x( ind
the origin defined by I 1I
this region, 1( 1
exists, is finite,
icates that there is a region about
, such that for X in
and
z
11f+(Xj) - (jj t/4 Ljfx, -?(211l
where in addition, F --7 o asn Z and L -* C > with
F is the bound for (X) and is called a Lipschitz
constant.
We next must set up a particular normed space. Let C ( o)
be the set of continuous n-vectors, (1 E) , on a closed
interval E ) 0 -- t: 4L C . That i~, each component
- --- I I I1IIYIIIIIIIIII1 lli ii I
.
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of ( ) is a continuous function of time on .C L
The norm of () will be taken as the greatest magnitude of
any coponent for any 1 in [O, J .To be more precise,
II~p*E&) II e i [~I L?)Ij,
We make the additional restriction that for ) to belong to
the set C- (
With this, C* (1) is a complete metric space (Kolmogorov and
Fomin, 1957).
We wish to show that when ((-)is substituted into the right
side of(A2), we have a contraction mapping. A mapping Y of a metric
space I. into a metric space 7 is said to be a contraction
mappinr if for all X, and X. in _
jj'v(x,) - 'm (x,)Jl :::-L 0< J X2.
where o( is a positive number < I .
Consider the mapping defined for LO t I
_______________________________________________________IinYiYIhMIYbIIiYIIIIUEEIII IEIEIIIUME
1, N t -O)
G i (I-) AT(A3)
vVVf I_ T)3 cV Z A4-SC)c(7d
1C y6)
-t AJ~kAFS e c C\I ( )
-t A(t-T) ,-
+ , <
which is r)
where I JW I\O)
nI G , I
K,(t-
C-
jc~
C)
Then s\5
4M
1^ I
1T 1
4er-Then for
UsFI-
VO
(,)I IA 3 111.[
and IG
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simply bounded, there exists an R forcing L(R ) to be suffi-
ciently small so that n"i H G1 +1JGaIl L < I
(A3) toi a contraction mapping.
We next show that this mapping takes C (b) into itself.
From (A3), at the time t .
O(AC)-I ni je^ jI l + n A/ 11G,11 111 11ds
.4. lAsIlGJ1k F s + Iln tA I 1j1i
Here 1 11
Not~ice that r" II . ,<ft e1 -- 1 s
0o
*'
-
o
I0o
Agn hr h a tu 1r9m hiaetuMS OvNrY trm' O(f As .4 of the famm
As mentioned above, there is a bound
11 e-A' 1 1 [ for all + in CO )
a Hence,
-oe
such that
Thus
;~~I %(t, iil
-- mAS -, iCj:5ll
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1i 0 s n xliK,01 -n o ,II lb I, lc 1r]+ nHII il
Since F- as for I1 ) 11  11C, II
and I small enough, there exists 6 such that
11 4') 1 for all t . This abow that the image
of the contruction mapping given by (A3)on C(b) is in C (6b)
for some 6 with suitable restrictions on the initial conditions,
the matrix C, (t 4) and the forcing function (t
There is a contraction mapping theorem (Eolmogorov and
Fomin, 1957) which ways that if I is a contruction mapping of
the complete metric space C *( ) into itself, then the equation
S= (c) possesses a unique solution. Further,
can be found by successive approximations. That is it is
any element of C () , and we define
then Liv r ',(PJ
This means that for (A3) we can define
,X () e o + 0r
- NM11111111
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and recursively obtain n X(A ) e= -
C£ -r-) cjc
4- f [I(c)jLAT 4 ~
The successive approximations approach X (4) , the solution vector,
uniformly over 0) c . That i, for any C there exists an
N(-) such that for all ? > N ()
for all + in [O, d7
Finally, although the functions in C*(I) have been
supposed defined only on [0) d] , the conditions shown sufficient
to insure (A3)as a contraction mapping of C' ( ) into itself
have none of them been dependent on C - , Thus the successive
approximations converge to the solution vector uniformly over all time.
One generalization follows easily. It has been required of
G2 ( ) only that each component be bounded over time. If equa-
tion (Al) is replaced by
(A4) dx A, c ,( )x + Cf(~2 ) (X )
3-
----'~  -"' - - Ilr
o +C (7-1
-- -- ~- ------ -- - - -min IY ImmMIImY uuI nmmIIIr IMYI mY~ wl   il
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where each G , , . . ., is bounded uniformly over time,
it is clear that the above results are still valid.
The vector sun
G,(+) K (Y) 4- i + GC+) (X) can be
combined into the single vector 1 ) )j . Each component
of v tt )( ] will be a finite polynomial of degree 2 or greater
in the components of X , and the coefficients will be uniformly
bounded functions of time. With this, (A4) becomes
(A5) Ax +G() + JL +-
Another generalization can be obtained. Consider the linear
equation
(A6) Ax = ( L8-6
t6 the solution to (A6) i
c, and every bounded
as obtained above hold fo
~~A7) cb
)x 4-
s bounded for every bounded initial condition
S) , then the same kind of results
r
I 1 lilli I 1 1' u
,AT)
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We will not go through a proof, but simply state a result which allows
one to use the contraction mapping method as before.
(A7) is equivalent to
(AS) (4 (JA>
where () is the solution matrix for (A6) with C () set
equal to zero.
Under the condition that (A6) give bounded solutions for bounded
forcing functions, Bellman has shown that
is bounded for all
- , and that U ( ) . This last Implies
of course that is also bounded for all time since
X (+) is continuous.
The contraction mapping method goes through as before, and we are
now able to summarize our results in the following theorem.
--- ~ I IYi
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Theorem
If for equation (A6)
Axt S(+ ) x -
every bounded forcing function
ditions X 0
an >
and (
, with bounded initial con-
, procuces a bounded solution, then there exists
and a O suchthat for I(Ix I <
for all L , the equation (AT)
(A?) e(X)X + 4 [+ ] + C)
can be soli.ed by successive approximations. The approximations are
determined by the linear equation
(A9) c_ 't
CL- ~
X) - +W( .V t- 4 1L-)i ,x]
X(oC) =
converges uniformly over all time to the solution
A special but important cast arises when B('Q) is a constant
(A6)
with Xo and
4LCs
( -(--
matrix plus a pertubation time dependent matrix. B(t) = +G().
If the eigenvalues of A all have negative real part, there exists
a (2 0 such that for IC- ( )II C every solution of
SAx + C()x C-d+
is bounded for bounded s (+)
thesis of the theorem is satisfied.
and X o ; and hence the hypo-
(A1O)
_.I 1_ ^11__1___ _ ___ _ I ^___ _ I1111111,
Appendix B
Assymptotically Stable Systems
We will deal with a system
dx
C1 --
are n-vectors and
it is supposed that the solution
C) . Further,
X t) to (1B) is asymptotically
stable.
Let R be an arbitrary but fixed bound on the initial conditions.
That is
Then the set
n- mec [ X (O4j1II
) of initial conditions defined by X (CO)II - R
is compact.
Let be any point in (R). By supposition, there exists
at
/ esuch that the trajectory originating at
is within sia of zero for all L ( 9
By known results (Lefschetz, 1957), there exists an open neighborhood
N (e /) with the property that all points 9 in
t 0 C are within a t 6 ter of the c
NG~p /a)
(BI)
here )(
_~____~~_~__  ..~...,~..-II,  ... ------ Irln ll
- ( 1)-
a traje tory
- -I --- - IllllllllllilYI1Q i
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. Hence all 1 in are
of zero at
For each point f
hood N (P S /1 ) ince
number of these neighborhoods cover
for arbitrary
a o
for all t ,
and
in ( R) there exists such a neighbor-
SCR) is compact, a finite
( R . It folows that
R >o , there exists
such that all trajectories X (t ) , with
I end up uniforly II X (C) I I S
originat ing at e
within g
,II l IIII i I I I I 1 1 I i i Id1IIII II H IIII AliM- '-"I -
I ( , )
C)
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Appendix C
Te fundamental equation with which we deal is
(Cl) -A TT
where X , , and c are n-vectors. C ) is antlytic
in (X ,). ) ) . However, we will assume for convieiUnce
that the form of the I component of 4 is
(C2) 4. (Yi
For (C2) and the
For boun(.ed time,
of time.
I ? I , #
rest of Appendix C,
L
the 
-
... -
L
.. br(*)are bounded func ions
Tae problem is defined over the finite time ',sterval D 4: j
It I as iumed that over ,) 4] , bouded forcing functions pr duce
bounded :olutions to (Cl). Let G be th, bound for Ct) and
R tie bound :or X ) . That is,
[ixtW'] £R for all o t ,.
Lr,~ J
-- IYI
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'here is then a bound F for
Further there ests a pschtz ont
Further there exists a Lipschitz conste
forall OL±- A
for all C
andall f ) 4
Lnt L such that
at any + in [0 )t ] and all X) bounded by
'ow (Cl) %. equivalent to
(3) XC) Xc + a=x( f i ) V
We wish to show that the right side of (C3) defines an operator which
is cont: nuous on a certain topological space to be defined later.
Sonsider :.irst the quantity [ Ct) - Ct: ) , where
is defined by
tC
LI JO
I -- ~' - I11NNIN
I C )
IC (,c-  rn -i "Xrt) ,x~~
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Let, for definitness, 4: - . Then with the above definitions
of bounds, the following inequality will hold.
(Cs) IO xtL ) - p (C+z) j I (0) - (o)
O
+ (-C-) - v)
(C) suggests a topology for the space of forcing functions. We say
that is)  in n neighborhood of if) and only if
I
for all and any in the fundamental interval [O) c-j
Actually, this is a well known topology, and is called the weak* topology
induced on L O ) . It is also :- known result that the
set of all L' ) C integrawble funct ns, () ,sfor ahich
I ()I p s ufor all in L o . aniad a ,
is a compact set under the weak* topology defined above. (Dumford and
Shwartz, 1958; corollary 1V 8.11
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We returt to (Ci) and restrict to be in C, \ wkre
L < Notice that since
continous on C) l , it is uritformly continuous there.
Now let an arbii rary > C) be chosen. Then there exists
2> C n c-h that - . e- /1e C r
all C whenev r 2 . Hence for
e andall in 0) 4]
and wit a for all .
and r L ; for all L id
all i in C t
which i; < E: for +-- chosen emall enough.
and E do iot de:end on .
Ve can b:ak (  Q into a finite number of overla;:ing
interv ls each t f lrg .h no greater than . The immediately Fr e-
ceding analysis -an te produced on each seb-interval. All this im- .ies
that fcr arbitri ry ( ;> , there ists a S (e ) uct. t it
I X- (0) - ti- CO) Iz eI
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whn ve
1;: Tlo ci whenever
for all L at any
for all L(C6ab,c
t]
C- C T K
for all C and all in [ 0,cLI
The product space defined as the set of (an -f )-vectors
( , , (O)) .. ) ., o)
is given the topo.ogy indicated by (C6ab,c).
topology on a pr~ uct space. Hence the set
points inI
) iS a pc)duAt
This is a product
$4 A x C71
,h that
O!L- L d!
IXi~c~ for all L
for all L
and all ft in r-O c7L )
o a coml act set tn der the product topology defined,.
and
10111111 lfillimilliplilloill
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It is an immediate consequence of Brilliant's (1958) results
that tl e Volter2 a functional polynomials
a0
are co, tinuous :n with respect to the product topology defined
throug (C6a,b, :). Since A is compact, and since
it is lear tha: the functional polynomials separate points of $
by inv king the Stone-Weierstrass theorem, we can conclude that the
soluti n to (Cl can be approximated uniformly over A 'A N
by a f nite sys ;em of Volterra functional polynomials.
I ll III liigiilioolmilll 1111 111 wIIIn I ii
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